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 A 
Glance At The Past 
 
Pictographs located at various points along the north-east 
lakeshore are evidence of these first inhabitants, and offer a 
tantalizing glimpse into a past. 
 
Christina Lake first became a recreational area for day-
trippers from Grand Forks who were able to make use of the 
new railroad to visit the lake.  
 

As you drive on the highway today, Christina Lake 
appears quiet and secluded. However, the frantic energy 
of the prospecting era and the expansive optimism of the 
years surrounding the turn of the century have not been 
lost and glimpses of the old days remain for those who 
care to look. Christina Lake remains one of British 
Columbia's best kept secrets.  
 
 

This year, A&A Painting Ltd had the privilege to work on this 
gorgeous home situated in Christina Lake.  

Tips for Choosing Interior Paint 
Colors 
The easiest way to choose the best interior paint colors is to start with colors you love. 
When you start with the colors you love, you are not bound by the traditional color 
schemes for a particular decorating style. Using your own favorite color as your base 
color, you can use it to create a color scheme around it. Your favorite colors can be 
the perfect inspiration for your new color palette. Look Outside for Ideas. Do your 
homework before shopping! 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Our estimates, work and advice 
are backed by expert training 
and experience. Throw our 
creativity and passion into the 
mix and you’ve got yourself a 
great crew of painters you can 
trust. All personnel are fully 
backround-checked. 
 

Special Aknowledgement 
to  Jana Brych for being a 
loyal customer and 
referring A&A Painting for 
over 25 Years. We 
painted 2 houses referred 
by Jana this spring . 
Jana's life long friend 
Irene McIlwain and her 
daughter Barbara Brych. 
Jana will be awarded a 
complimentary full spa 
treatment from Lyn at 
Aiona Nails as a 
Thankyou. 
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424 Observatory 
 
A&A Painting Ltd helped restore and 
reveal the true beauty of this gorgeous 
home.  
 
This Beautiful Heritage home is a classic 
example of turn of the century architecture 
with overheight ceilings, wood trim, and a 
huge front veranda.   
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A&A Painting Ltd would like to 
thank everyone who took time to 
visit the Castlegar Trade Show. 
We hope to see you again next 
year! – Rick (CEO) 
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The Top 10 Ways to Paint Like 
a Pro 

Ø Wait for dry weather 
Ø Do a thourough visual inspection and 

preparation. 
Ø Buy high-quality brushes, roller 

covers and painters’ tape. 
Ø Protect anything you don’t want 

painted 
Ø Remove light switch and outlet 

covers 
Ø User primer 
Ø Box your paints 

 

Fall Promo Special: Call 
from this newsletter for 
interior work and we will 
pay the GST! 


